Wymondham Archers Committee Quorum Meeting
6 August 2020
Wymondham Rugby Football Club
Minutes
Present: Pete Hill, Sarah Hubbard, Mark Brookes, Sandra Edwards, Jordon
Long, Dan Parnham, Jo Tonnison, Dave Tonnison.
Pete and Sarah had been to Easton College and measured the hall in readiness
for the indoor season.
The Committee agreed to do an indoor season as required by AGB.
There is space for 7 bosses inside. 6 screens therefore need to be purchased at
a cost of approximately £300 to separate archers on the shooting line. This was
agreed by all present, which was a majority.
There will be 84 sessions a week. The weekly sessions are to be split into 2 1
and a half hour sessions. There is a possibility there will be 3 sessions on
Saturday afternoons. Easton College have agreed to us having an hour extra
during the week so sessions will be 6.30pm- 10pm. Saturday sessions will be
1.30pm - 6pm. The College have agreed to this at no extra charge to the Club.
We will require more volunteers to help set up and take down, and we will
require an independent range captain.
Pete has applied to AGB for another grant. He hopes they will give £500 of
£2500 applied for.
Membership fees - WRFC are increasing their fee by £5. AGB are yet to confirm
their fees. Pete proposes increasing fees to cover that increase but the club
will swallow any increase by AGB. On the figures provided, the youth fee
actually decreases slightly. Pete to publish figures to members. The amended
fees were agreed by all present, which was a majority.
Reports from all Officers are to be forwarded to members in advance of the
AGM.

*Following the meeting Sarah emailed those committee members who were
not present for their views. All decisions remained as per the meeting.
This is a true record of proceedings.
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Peter Hill
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